ANNEX A: HIGHLIGHTS AND EXPERIENCES AT CHILDREN’S FESTIVAL 2019

HIGHLIGHTS

Disney and Pixar’s Toy Story 4 Themed Marble Run Track

This is the first ever Disney and Pixar’s Toy Story 4 themed marble run track in Singapore! Happening twice every hour, visitors can gaze up to two of the Supertrees and follow the 1.5-metre-wide marble as it weaves around the towering structures and travels along the track that spans approximately 150 metres. This will be accompanied by familiar tunes from Disney and Pixar’s Toy Story films.

Garden Rhapsody: Disney and Pixar’s Toy Story Adventure

7.45pm, 8.45pm, 9.15pm

Celebrating the release of Toy Story 4, Gardens by the Bay’s new Garden Rhapsody brings you on an adventure filled with whimsical joy and friendships told through the medley of music from the Toy Story movies. Get ready to fly to infinity and beyond with the beloved Toy Story characters as they appear on fluffy clouds amongst the Supertrees.

Meet-and-Greet with Buzz Lightyear and Sheriff Woody

15 - 16 June 2019 | 10.30am, 4pm, 5pm, 6pm and 7pm

Always wanted to come up close with your favourite Toy Story characters? Come say hello and take a picture with Buzz and Woody at Children’s Festival by Gardens by the Bay!
Pixar Animation Studios Artist Workshop
15 June 2019 | 3pm
16 June 2019 | 1pm, 3pm

For the first time in Singapore, a series of drawing workshops will be conducted by Pixar Animation Studios character designer and character modeler, Mara MacMahon. Learn how to draw your favourite Toy Story characters in these very special sessions. Slots are limited so please head to http://bit.ly/PixarAnimationStudiosArtistWorkshop to sign up.

PROFILE OF MARA MACMAHON

Mara MacMahon (Character Designer and Character Modeler) joined Pixar Animation Studios in February 2016 as a character modeling and rigging artist on “Cars 3.” She worked on Pixar’s Academy Award®-winning short “Bao”, which was released in front “Incredibles 2.” MacMahon, who was a character designer and modeler on Bo Peep for “Toy Story 4”, is character modeling lead on an upcoming Pixar feature film.

As a character modeler and rigging artist, MacMahon translates the art department’s designs into a 3D model and adds controls for the animation department, much like one would sculpt and add strings to a puppet so it can act.

Prior to Pixar, MacMahon worked as a rigging artist at TinyCo, Dreamworks, Toys for Bob and Sony Imageworks. Raised in Chicago, she attended Washington University in St. Louis. She lives in Berkeley, California.
EXPERIENCES

Star Adventurer

*Buzz Lightyear* is being held captive at the *Star Adventurer*! Set our Space Ranger free by bumping into as many target buttons to help recharge the batteries in his space suit.

Once powered up, *Buzz Lightyear* will be able to set himself free, ready to go to infinity… and beyond!

Bo Peep’s Adventure

There’s more to *Bo Peep’s Adventure* than meets the eye. It is an obstacle course disguised as a beautiful symphony of colours, textures and visual treats, and holds many challenges that require speed, agility and endurance.

Are you ready to test your mettle and see if you have what it takes? It’s time to find out!
Jessie’s Ring Capture
Recommended for children 3 years old and above

Jessie needs your help getting out of the sea of balloons! Play a game of ring toss and capture balloon game pieces on the game board to help Jessie.

Woody’s Coaster Rescue
Recommended as a parent and child activity, suitable for children 3 years old and above

Oh no! Forky has gone missing! Help Woody find Forky by shooting down bottle targets.

Bullseye Rescue
Recommended as a parent and child activity, suitable for children 3 years old and above

Bullseye has taken a flying leap! Get to him as fast as you can before he hits the ground!